General Notes:
The four holes in the cast base may be rotated 45° from the position shown in Section A-A.

All dimensions are in inches (millimeters) unless otherwise shown.

Base, Frame and Lids Type 5

Section D-D
CAST CLOSED LID
Gray Iron

Section E-E
CAST OPEN LID

Section F-F
ADA COMPLIANT CAST OPEN LID

Section C-C

Section A-A
CAST BASE
Gray Iron

Detail of Bolting

Frame to Base

Note: Bolts shall be removed after pavement has been placed.

Traffic Pedestrian

Section G-G

Section B-B
CAST FRAME
Gray Iron
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Date
Revisions
1-1-75
Added ADA compliant open lid.
1-1-09
Switched units to English (metric).
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